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ABSTRACT 
Individual vehicle information, especially, vehicle classification data play a key role in Advanced Traffic Management and 
Information Systems (ATMIS). In inductive loop and piezo-sensor fusion systems, traffic data such as the vehicle length and 
the distance between axles are used for vehicle classification. However, classification errors often occur in distinguishing 
passenger cars from small trucks and in distinguishing medium-sized trucks from small trucks. It is mainly attributed to the 
fact that they are similar in lengths and have similar inter-axle distances. To improve the performance in vehicle classification, 
we develop a new algorithm using a fuzzy expert decision set. Vehicle weight and speed are used as the inputs to the fuzzy 
expert decision set block. The output of the fuzzy expert decision set block is a weighting factor to modify the calculated vehicle 
length. Experimental results show that the developed algorithm significantly improves the classification performance. 
Key Words- Fuzzy expert decision set, loop/piezo-sensor fusion system, vehicle classification algorithm. 

I. INTRODUCTION 
Recently, traffic congestion has become a serious problem. However, the construction of new roads alone is not the 
solution to effective traffic management [1,2]. To manage the traffic congestion effectively, traffic information such as 
vehicle speed, number of passing vehicles, travel time, and vehicle classification data should be supplied by various 
traffic detectors. Especially, vehicle classification data can serve as the fundamental data for planning new road 
constructions, establishing road maintenance policies, and calculating travel times. Many studies have been conducted 
to identify vehicles using various traffic sensors, such as microwave, ultrasonic, inductive loop, video image, and 
vehicle sound sensors [1-8]. One of the most commonly used technologies for vehicle classification is the combined 
loop and piezoelectric sensor system [2,9]. In this loop/piezo-sensor fusion detector, the vehicle length information is 
one of the most important data [1,2]. Therefore, obtaining accurate vehicle length data is critical to obtain accurate 
vehicle classification results. The calculated vehicle length, however, may not be exact, because the outputs of inductive 
loops may not be sufficiently excited when the variation of inductance is small. Hence, if the outputs of two inductive 
loops are directly used, the length data can result in underestimating vehicle lengths. 
Fuzzy algorithms have been successfully applied to a variety of industrial applications, including automobiles, 
autonomous vehicles, chemical processes, and robotics [10,11]. In the traffic application area, fuzzy expert decision sets 
have also been used to control the traffic signal in intersections and to develop incident detection algorithms 
[12,13].These successful applications are attributed to the fact that fuzzy systems are knowledge-based or rule-based 
systems.In the loop/piezo detector, there is no exact mathematical relationship between the vehicle length and speed,or 
between the length and shape. However, a heuristic knowledge of how the vehicle speed or shape may have an 
influence on the measured length is available. This heuristic knowledge can be expressed well in terms of a fuzzy 
expert decision set using the so-called fuzzy IF-THEN rules [14].  
This paper discusses improving the vehicle classification performance of loop/piezo detectors, by the use of fuzzy expert 
decision set algorithms. The organization of this paper is as follows. A brief operational principle of loop/ piezo-sensor 
fusion vehicle detector systems is explained in section II. Then, the configuration and the methodology of the developed 
classification algorithm using fuzzy expert decision set are presented in detail in section III. Experimental results are 
shown in section IV. 

II. OPERATIONAL PRINCIPLES OF LOOP/PIEZO-SENSORFUSION SYSTEM 
In a loop/piezo traffic detector, inductive loop coils and piezoelectric sensors are installed under the pavement at each 
lane. The inductive loop coil is used to detect the presence of a passing vehicle by sensing the inductance change in the 
loop coil, and the piezoelectric sensor is used to detect a passing vehicle by the pressure generated from tires. The 
system configuration can be either two inductive loops and one piezoelectric sensor, or one inductive loop and two 
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piezoelectric sensors [2,16]. In this paper, the use of fuzzy algorithms is targeted at the system with two inductive loops 
and one piezoelectric sensors; however, the developed algorithm can also be applied to the system with one inductive 
loop and two piezoelectric sensors.The typical output of the inductive loop is a digital on-off 
signal, and the output of the piezoelectric sensor is an analog signal as shown in Fig. 1. From the time data (TL1,TL2, 
TL3, TL4, TP1, TP2, and TP3), the vehicle speed and length, as well as the distance between axles can be calculated. 
The total vehicle weight as well as individual axle weight information can also be obtained by processing the 
piezoelectric sensor signal. 
 

 
 

Fig. 1. Typical output waveform of two inductive loops and one piezoelectric sensor. 
In a conventional classification algorithm, the vehicle length is calculated directly using the outputs of two inductive 
loops. The outputs, however, may not be sufficiently excited when the variation of inductance is small. Especially for 
trucks, the cargo area can be far away from the road surface, which gives only a small inductance change. This in turn 
can result in underestimating the length. A direct consequence of this involves the difficulties in discriminating 
passenger cars from small trucks, and medium-size trucks from small trucks. In addition, passenger cars and small 
trucks are similar in lengths and have similar inter-axle distances, and, therefore, the interaxle spacing information 
cannot be used to distinguish the vehicle types in this case. 
III. DEVELOPED CLASSIFICATION ALGORITHM USING A FUZZY EXPERT 
DECISION SET 
To improve the situation, a new classification algorithm using a fuzzy expert decision set is developed. The basic idea 
for the new classification algorithm is to modify the length value output from the loop sensor. The heuristic knowledge 
of other factors that can influence the length value is used to modify the length value. Finally, the modified length is 
used to classify the passing vehicle. The configuration of the developed algorithm is shown in Fig. 2.  

 
Fig. 2. The configuration of the developed algorithm. 

 
The dashed box in the middle represents a newly developed fuzzy expert decision set block. From extensive 
experiments, heuristic knowledge was found that the weight and speed of a vehicle can be effectively used in modifying 
the length data. Thus, the inputs to the fuzzy expert decision set block are the vehicle weight and speed. The output is a 
weighting factor for modifying length value. From this weighting factor and the raw length value, the modified length 
value is generated from the length fuzzy expert decision set block. This modified vehicle length is used to improve the 
performance in classifying the vehicle into a particular category. With the modified vehicle length, number of axles, 
and inter-axle distance, the final classification result is generated in the vehicle classification block. In the fuzzy expert 
decision set block, the vehicle weight, speed, and the length modification are interpreted as the linguistic variables 
which have some of linguistic values as follows: Speed = {slow(S), medium(M), fast(F)}, Weight = {very light(VL), 
light(L), medium(M),heavy(H)}. Each linguistic value is represented by an appropriate membership function. In this 
paper, triangle membership functions are used as shown in Fig. 3.  
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There are four samples who form the universe u = {u1, u2, u3, u4}, considers a set of parameters, E= {Speed, Weight}, 
Let X = {a, b, c} be a set of experts. After a serious discussion the team constructs the following Fuzzy Expert Decision 
Set. The opinion (O) is waiting factor. This rule base is generated based on an expert’s heuristic knowledge. Suppose 
that the decision maker has distributed a questionnaire to three experts to make decisions on the company's products, 
and we get the following, 

 
Then we can view the fuzzy expert decision set Z as consisting of the following collection of approximations. 

 
The following algorithm may be followed by the decision maker to choose the best individual. 
Algorithm 
1. Input the Fuzzy Expert Decision Set (Z). 
2. Find an agree-fuzzy soft expert set and a disagree-fuzzy soft expert set. 
3. Find xi =  for agree Fuzzy Expert Decision Set. 
4. Find yi =  for disagree Fuzzy Expert Decision Set. 
5. Find Max (xi) and Max (yi). 
 If has more than one value,  
Then any one of them could be chosen by the company using its option. 
6. Find S, which  
S= Max (Max (xi), Max (yi)) 
If Max Max (xi) = Max (yi),  
Then S= Max (xi) 
In Table 1 and Table 2 we present the agree Fuzzy Expert Decision Set and disagree Fuzzy Expert Decision Set 
respectively. 
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Table 1. Agree Fuzzy Expert Decision Set. 

U u1 u2 u3 u4 

Speed, a 0.6 0.3 0.2 0.4 

Weight, b 0.7 0.4 0.1 0.3 

Speed, c 0.1 0.3 0.8 0.7 

Weight, a 0.5 0.3 0.2 0.7 

Speed, b 0.7 0.8 0.6 0.4 

Weight, c 0.7 0.5 0.6 0.7 

xi 3.3 2.6 2.5 3.2 

 
Table 2. Disagree Fuzzy Expert Decision Set. 

U u1 u2 u3 u4 

Speed, a 0.3 0.6 0.7 0.6 

Weight, b 0.2 0.6 0.8 0.7 

Speed, c 0.6 0.8 0.4 0.5 

Weight, a 0.3 0.6 0.8 0.3 

Speed, b 0.2 0.4 0.5 0.7 

Weight, c 0.4 0.6 0.5 0.3 

yi 2.0 3.7 3.7 3.1 

Find Max (xi) and Max (yi) from this algorithm, 
Max (xi) = 3.3 (u1) and Max (yi) = 3.7 (u3) 
Then, S= (Max (xi) = 3.3 (u1), Max (yi) = 3.7 (u3)) 
S= 3.7 (u3,) 
So the decision maker will choose sample 3 is large. 
The expert thinks, therefore, the vehicle’s original length value needs to be modified to be longer. In a similar way, the 
other rules are generated based on human knowledge. Based on the rule base, the output of fuzzy system is computed 
through two steps: an inference step and a defuzzification step. Among the various mechanisms representing the 
meaning of IF-THEN rules in the inference step, the Mamdani implication is used in this paper, which is one of the 
most widely used implications in applications of fuzzy logics [10,14,15]. In the defuzzification step, center of gravity 
method (COG) is used. There are some defuzzification methods other than COG, such as the center of sums, center of 
largest area, first of maxima, and middle of maxima [15]. The characteristics of the each method are a little different in 
the computational complexity, transient performance, and mean square error. Among them, the COG is the most 
widely used in practical applications, because it is known to have a less mean square error and better steady-state 
performance.  
The disadvantage of the COG is that it is computationally more complex. However, the computational complexity is not 
a great disadvantage in the proposed system, because the fuzzy expert decision set system is not used in real time. The 
membership functions of output fuzzy sets used in this paper are shown in the Fig. 4. The nonlinear transfer 
characteristic plot of the developed fuzzy expert decision set block is shown in Fig. 5. This characteristic plot was 
constructed with the Fuzzy expert decision set Toolbox in the MATLAB [17]. 
 

 
Fig. 4. Membership functions for fuzzy output. 
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Fig. 5. The transfer characteristics for fuzzy expert decision set block. 

From Fig. 5, it can be seen that the slower and the heavier the vehicle is, the larger the weighting factor is. It is also 
seen that the faster and the lighter the vehicle is, the smaller the weighting factor is. These properties are well matched 
with the heuristic knowledge on which the fuzzy rule base is generated. The modified vehicle length is calculated as mo 
dified length = measured length × (1 + weighting factor100) where measured length is calculated using the raw outputs 
of two inductive loops, and weighting factor is the output of the fuzzy expert decision set block. The modified length is 
the input to the vehicle classification block, and the final classification result is generated. 

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
The developed algorithm is tested at a test site shown in Fig. 6. In our experiments, the conventional vehicle 
classification algorithm [2,9] and the newly developed fuzzy algorithm are tested together for performance comparison. 
In accordance with the Ministry of Construction and Transportation (MOCT) standard in Korea, vehicles are 
categorized into 11 groups. The representative vehicles of each category are as follows: category I (passenger car), 
category II (small bus), category III (bus), category IV (small truck), category V (medium-size truck),category VI (3-
axle dump truck), category VII (3-axle cargo truck), category VIII (4-axle truck), category IX (4-axle container truck), 
category X (5-axle truck), category XI (more than 6 axles). Total number of passing vehicles in the experiment was 
579. The passing vehicles are classified into 11 categories, and the results of vehicle classification errors are shown in 
Fig. 7. 

 
Fig. 6. The photograph of the test site.  

The classification error using the conventional algorithm is 12.78% (74 errors/579 vehicles). The errors mainly occur 
in the categories I, IV and V. Some vehicles in category I are classified as category IV, or vice versa. Also, some 
vehicles in category V are classified as category IV or vice versa. In Fig. 7(b), with the developed fuzzy algorithm, the 
classification error of category I decreased more significantly than categories IV and V. It is mainly due to the fact that 
there is some difference in weight between a passenger car and a truck, but the difference between a loaded small-truck 
and an unloaded medium-size truck is not distinguishable. This means that the vehicle length may be slightly modified. 
Therefore, the classification error for categories IV and V may not be corrected. In the experiments, this case occurred 
frequently, so the classification error for categories IV and V decreased less than that of category I. With the developed 
fuzzy algorithm, the classification error is decreased to 6.56% (38 errors/579 vehicles). 
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Fig 7. (a) Number of passing vehicles in each category, (b) Results of vehicle classification error. 

V. CONCLUSIONS 
In this paper, a new vehicle classification algorithm using fuzzy expert decision set is developed. In this algorithm, the 
vehicle weight and speed are used as the inputs to the fuzzy expert decision set block. The output of the fuzzy expert 
decision set block is a weighting factor to modify the vehicle length calculated using the raw sensor outputs. The 
modified length is the input to the vehicle classification block, and the final classification result is generated. 
Experimental results show that the proposed classification algorithm using the fuzzy expert decision set significantly 
reduces the errors in vehicle classification. 
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